
GREEN CHEF
Green Chef has identified sustainability 
as a top priority for their company - and 
required a partner to help them take this 
vision and provide meaningful solutions 
to drive change.   

Terrapass has partnered with Green Chef to provide carbon o�sets for every meal kit 
delivered in the United States.

HOW IT WORKS: Carbon emissions associated with the delivery and preservation of food is being watched more closely 
than ever.  Green Chef has taken a proactive approach to ensure that every single meal kit has been balanced with carbon 
offsets from terrapass.  All aspects have been accounted for in this offset program - from the energy consumed to keep 
the food refrigerated to the exact number of miles that the kits travel to arrive on the customers table.   

GREEN CHEF DOES MORE THAN OFFSET MEAL KITS: All emissions from corporate travel are tracked and offset with the 
help of terrapass.  Everything from the flight level data, aircraft type, route and fuel consumption is calculated to receive 
an accurate report.  

 More than1,842 metric tons of carbon have been offset thus  
        far, which is equivalent to saving 207,269 gallons of gasoline     
        or 4,265 barrels of oil. 1

 Flexibility to select specific carbon reduction projects based  
        on corporate values of Green Chef. 
 All Scope 1 (direct) & Scope 2 (indirect) emissions are  
        currently being offset. 
 Seasonal campaigns have been developed to showcase this  
        sustainability program to differentiate the brand and drive  
        increased customer engagement.   

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:

Big Smile Wind Farm
Delivers enough clean energy to 
power more than 46,000 U.S. homes 
with 66 Gamesa G90 2.0MW turbines 
totaling to 132 MW.

Arcata Sunnybrae Tract
A prospering community forest in 
California with walking trails, 
recreation and wildlife conservation.

Erie County Landfill 
Landfill gas capture project that 
vacuums methane from the landfill 
and then destroys it.

SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS SUPPORTED:

SOURCES: 1https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator


